Subject: TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE!- Victims seeking help or information

Please comment.

Time is of the essence!

From: kory
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2007 11:18 AM
To: Gary S Gevisser
Subject: RE: Victims seeking help or information

hello again Gary. i cannot explain how much i appreciate all the time and work you've put into my simple problem, i thank you very much for following through as much as you have. i have read over MADD's reply as well as yours and what i have to say about MADD's is that it didn't really answer my question. which is: why must madd put so much pressure on cracking down on drunk driving without creating a way to protect the lower income people who cant just pay off such fines and pay for expensive classes....they are just adding to the constant problem of the rich getting richer and the poor getting poorer. i know they care. so why cant they follow through with their "mission" as well as a random man i met at my work who needed internet access can follow through with helping out the youth. or better yet,
the future?

thanks again gary.

kory

From: gevisser@sbcglobal.net
To: Victims@madd.org
Subject: RE: Victims seeking help or information
Date: Thu, 8 Nov 2007 10:42:51 -0800

Dear Ms. Estudillo,

I apologize for the delay in getting back to you following your prompt as well as articulate response.

Part of the reason is that I was waiting to hear back from this one 18-year old male who had shared with me yesterday morning when I visited a local coffee shop here in Del Mar, California, where he was working, his "horror story" about being stopped for drunk driving by a California Highway Patrol Officer who apparently failed to follow "standard guidelines".

Although I refer to this rather clean cut, slender and good looking gentleman who tells me that he lives on his own and needs his car to get to and from work, as a "friend", I only met him just minutes before writing you that email, bearing in mind that I have no reason to disbelieve his "story", the same with you who I also consider a "friend".

I make it my business-personal, despite being a rather busy individual ferreting out corruption at the highest as well as lowest levels of the socio-economic pyramid, to treat everyone I meet both "kindly" and "generously", most of all with my precious time, since as you would know one can always "make money", assuming you know how, but never make up for lost time.

The fact that I have, relatively speaking, significant wealth that would place me in the top 1% of the materially wealthiest people in the United States just when looking at my "liquid net worth" which includes less than US$5,000 in the bank and just a little more I carry around in cash in the event I need to feed myself with a loaf of bread which could have US Americans soon needing a wheelbarrow full of US$100 bills to afford, no different to the way things were during the Weimar Republic, a time and subject matter I happen to be intimately familiar with, does not prevent me from either listening very carefully to what someone in need has to say or using my numerous resources apart from again my very significant "liquid net worth" to assist such individuals who for all I know could be God, since I know for certain that I am not God who I am quite certain would be smart enough to disguise him-herself in someone in need if for no other reason to "test my mettle".

Not to mention if you knew the first thing about how either to raise a child or nurture a business you would know first and foremost to NEVER "throw money at a problem."

To mention little of "problem children" first become so very tiring and so very boring politicians before going on to be full time politicians with nothing more of value to contribute to the betterment of humankind than their so very annoying, "gift of the gab".

To mention in passing, the expression, "There is no such thing as a problem child only a problem parent" who chooses ever so carefully to first and foremost to "throw easy come easy go money" at the "problem child" when not able to address their child's rudeness, the result of a lack of discipline brought about by a parent co-opting-corrupting their child with Trust-Hush-Funds to keep them quiet.
Repetition is only necessary when dealing with "brain dead" humans who are too busy keeping track of their lies from day one.

Lack of knowledge—information—light—power, power to change the world stems from humans being lazy and fearful from embracing the truth.

The truth is too disrupting for some people too busy keeping track of all their lies from day one.

I was fortunate to have two sets of grandparents as well as two parents who allowed me, the 4th and youngest of my siblings, to fly free and high from the start.

For "sum" [sic] time now I have been on a "mission" to "empower the kids to parent the parents who need the most help" and I couldn’t think of any better organization than MADD to assist in this endeavor which I believe you would agree is a good "social cause" that could very possibly mesh in well with your mission without taking away from your focus.

Despite being rather well home schooled and formerly educated, not to mention more than just well above average "worldly" which is only partly due to having traveled quite extensively around the world even before I came to the US on March 17th, 1978, one week shy of my 21st birthday, it was only about 7 odd years ago that I was first introduced by a former US attorney of mine, Mr. King Golden Jr. Esq., an alumni of Berkeley University and the University of Virginia Law School where he a top if not the top student, to the Latin adverb "sic" which you may know is denotes "so" or "thus" and is used by us English when there is a spelling or grammatical mistake within the words in quotations or as we would say in South Africa, "in inverted commas".

18 year old Kory along with his 19-year old female co-worker Lily received a copy of what I sent you yesterday but neither have responded to my request asking them what they thought of your response given how this gentleman in particular was rather outraged by what he saw as you folks being a bunch of money grabbing individuals doing nothing more than pulling at the emotional purse strings of guilty ridden mothers looking for yet another distraction from the greatest disease plaguing us Americans.

Absent Parenting Disease is very often, in my humble but seasoned observation, misdiagnosed as Attention Deficit Disease as well as a host of other ailments that has US Americans becoming not only co-dependants, taking no responsibility for our actions both here as well as abroad but at the same time so very quick to blame others for all that is wrong in our lives including very good people, very possibly you and each and every one of your co-workers doing your utmost to contribute to the betterment of humankind while knowing that there is only so much time in the day as well as only limited resources that prevent you from "attacking" each and every "ill" that is out there which you may very well believe is not only "out of your control" but not of "your making".

While I continue to implore these two kids to be responsible as well as respectful towards me for helping them in what they believe was the most pressing problem facing them, at least yesterday morning – remember to most of US kids raised with all the computer toys, everything provided for including our thinking by so self-absorbed parents who think like most US Americans the world revolves around the US, everything is just one quick game after the next - I would like to hear more from you, at least in terms of what MADD is doing to possibly decrease the driving age for those parents whose formal education has interfered with their learning and at the same time increase the driving age for their poorly conditioned “diKs” [sic] who only have one thing on their minds and at the same time be mindful of those kids who don’t have Trust Funds like my wife’s two kids from a previous marriage who could care less about some financially poor stupid 18-year old dumb enough at least not to have figured out how easy it would be for him and his co-worker who has not been stopped for any offense that of course is designed to cost those most financially disadvantaged an “arm and a leg”, to have their own Trust Funds right this minute worth
at least what my wife’s 15-year old son and 18 year old daughter’s is worth which combined I would say should be at least US$5 million, all depending upon first how well or poorly their “Sperm Donor” has been paying attention to my insight and analysis of the important events of the day and second how much it cost him to buy off his “blackened hand money” girlfriend who he has yet to marry despite getting the approval from at least his 18 year old daughter who told him in response to him asking her whether she had a problem with her Trust Fund being affected were he to marry the girlfriend of about a decade, thus making her his 3rd wife, that she, his only daughter we know of, had no problem with her Trust Fund getting depleted so long as he, her father, “loved” his girlfriend.

Yes, I have purposefully given you a fair amount to think about, bearing in mind once again I only contacted you because an 18 year old kid I had never met before asked if I could help him find a lawyer who wouldn’t cost him an “arm and a leg” following his “brush with the law”.

Suffice you to know, in the time it has taken for me type this email, some 20 minutes which is about half the speed I used to be able to type when communicating with a whole lot more people than I am right now, sending out as many as 30 emails a day, sometimes to as many 10,000 individuals/groups, I could earned for myself significantly more than US$10,000 even without having to try very hard given my rather unique and universal “risk assessment” skills; bearing in mind, however, that “in war money is no object” since during war times money becomes at least to the combatants totally worthless and the bartering system once again kicks in which brings me back just very quickly to the business-personal of “making money”, again a subject matter I am very well versed in and one that I think you as well as your co-workers and sponsors would be well advised to begin at least showing a very strong interest in, especially if any of you including MADD has any money in either you checking or savings accounts, certainly not foolish enough to own shares or bonds in public corporations.

The photo above shows my Sharp calculator that I got when at high school in South Africa, some 33 odd years ago. Not only does the white button at the very left bottom still work as a counter but the rest of the functions still function perfectly as a calculator, even able to do calculus, assuming your math teacher trained you to be more than a robot when learning this so very important language because of its extraordinary precision, that if taught right would allow each and every kid of elementary school age to figure out first and foremost that their parents are not God, since not one of them are smart enough to have engineered such a precise language that Einstein used to prove out the workings of the Cosmos, apart from God who wouldn’t surely be foolish enough to entrust his brains to any imbecile parent who in thinking themselves God prevents their child from getting the very best education in the math that translates in to the science that can explain the chemistry of the mind, the first indicator of the Supernatural, allowing all kids to fly free and high from a young enough age when they could so very easily challenge their over-controlling parent-s who didn’t support first and foremost the math teacher proving foremost that children should be very weary of parents thinking themselves godly.

Sincerely yours,

Gary Gevisser

-----Original Message-----
From: Victims, [mailto:Victims@madd.org]
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2007 3:04 PM
To: gevisser@sbcglobal.net
Subject: RE: Victims seeking help or information

Dear Mr. Gevisser,
Thank you for contacting Mothers Against Drunk Driving, MADD. I appreciate your concern for the safety of our roadways.

I'm going to attempt to answer your questions as best that I can, without spending too much time getting caught up in the details. MADD's mission is to stop drunk driving, support the victim of this violent crime and prevent underage drinking. This mission is MADD's perspective, we are not organized to look at other crimes or prevent other crimes, we must maintain our focus on our mission so that we can achieve it.

MADD's official position statement on sanctions are here: http://www.madd.org/Media-Center/Media-Center/Official-Position-Statements/Position-Statements/Sanctions-Related.aspx

MADD utilizes it's funding in ways that focus on research proven directives to work towards our mission. We set goals and directives towards our mission, the latest group is our Campaign to Eliminate Drunk Driving - you can read more about it on our website here: http://www.madd.org/Drunk-Driving/Drunk-Driving/Campaign-to-Eliminate-Drunk-Driving.aspx

I hope this information is helpful to you.

Sincerely,

Heather Estudillo
Victim Services Specialist
MADD National Office
1-800-438-6233 ext 4543
possibly greater crimes than "driving drunk" such as "driving drunk" as well as smoking pot which I am certain you would also agree is outrageous. Again, my focus of attention is understanding how MADD maintains "perspective" in deciding how to spend the monies you receive from people such as myself who also are conscious about what our kids possibly less intoxicated are doing on the battlefields of the world all about getting us getting cheap oil so that our kids are so geared toward getting driving licenses at such a young age, public transportation to boot.
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